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La niche / Niche
paper, charcoal, wood stick, string, stone
50 x 40 x 25 cm, 2018



Au bois / In the woods
pencil, ink, charcoal on paper

6 drawings 42 x 60 cm each, 2018



The exhibition at the end of the stay gives the French artist the opportunity to show her work outside 
France for the first time. At the same time, she presents her works (drawings and installations), which 
were created in Gmünd in May and June 2018, as well as earlier works (engravings and drawings), 
all of which revolve around the themes of forest and the environment around her.

Élise Benard deals with the question of our different perception of time, with the possibilities of 
expressing personal memory and the invisible connections between individuals and generations. 
The fragility and transience of things play a special role. Wood is her favorite medium, 
the transforming power of seasons renewal fascinates her. It is therefore also the woodcut that 
occupies a privileged place in her artistic work. Her stay at the International Guest Studio Maltator 
gave Élise Benard the opportunity to extend the reflexive presentation of two-dimensional pieces to 
installation practice. She connects sensitively selected objects with drawings on wood and paper.



Retour à la réalité / Back to reality
wood stick, pencil and ink on papers

90 x 170 x 200 cm, 2018





De la forêt à la maison (ou le contraire) - recherches
From forest to house (or contrary) - researches

objects, drawings | 30 x 150 x 110 cm, 2018



À table / Dinner‘s ready
table, ink on wood pieces
100 x 90 x 110 cm, 2018





Maison 13, 16 / House 13, 16
wood cut
50 x 65 cm, 2009



Forêt 1 / Forest 1
charcoal, painting on paper

115 x 80 cm , 2009



Biography

Born in Paris in 1984, Élise Benard has been living and working in Villejuif, France since graduating from 
the National School of Arts and Design in Paris. Already anchored in the theater world at a young age, 
she is creating two- and three-dimensional, scenographic works for the stage and is publishing books. 
Numerous group- and solo-exhibitions within France. Élise Benard has taught in associative centers, in 
vocational schools and gave workshops as a guest artist.
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2018 Art and Architecture, Centre d‘art contemporain, Châtellerault
2016 Paris Anim’ Centre Rennes, Paris - solo exhibition
2016 Le Hublot, Ivry-sur-Seine - solo exhibition
2013 La Cour des Arts and Merveilleux Pretexte, Tulle - end of residency solo exhibition
2011         Saint- Maur des Fossés Print Biennial - catalogue
2011         L’art fait le mur, Hôtel Saint Simon, Angoulême
2011  L’art s’emporte, Arthotèque de Poitiers
2011 and 2010  La Générale en manufacture, Sèvres - curating
2009         Parcours d’Artistes, Pontault - Combault - catalogue
2009         Squatte le Bip, Paris
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Au pied du mur / Up against a wall
ink on wood pieces

15 x 30 cm, 2018


